
REMOTE ELECTRONIC SAFE LOCK AUDITING & MONITORING

AUTOMATED  |  INTELLIGENT  |  CONNECTED

POWERED BY THE FUTURE
A Next Generation Integrated Security & Monitoring System





If you can connect it, RESLAM® can monitor it. With its 

ability to send input and receive output from external 

devices, RESLAM® can monitor any part of your lock 

estate. This includes a wide range of surveillance 

equipment, such as cameras, motion and seismic 

detectors and gas sensors. This enables  

RESLAM® 
to act as a secondary alarm channel.

IIoT ENABLER

RESLAM® uses the geo-location capability of smart 

phones via secure encrypted multi-channel networks to 

bring you the security monitoring dashboard of the future. 

Technology that reduces human error 

through AI and machine-learning.

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY

 RESLAM® OFFERS SECURE REMOTE OPENING, REMOTE MONITORING  

AND WEB SERVICES WHILE REDUCING AVOIDABLE COSTS

ADVANCED AUTHENTICATION TECHNOLOGY
Over and above standard user name, password and 

unique user pins, RESLAM® offers patented geo-

location authentication tied to the mobile’s IMEI 

number. Customised biometrics and facial recog- 

nition is available on request. 

FLEXIBILITY 
RESLAM® makes it easy to expand your security estate 

with our ‘fit and forget’ methodology.

We’ve also made it easy to manage the diversity of 

procedures dictated by IAD’s, CIT’s and site owners 

involved in your security system. Our Web Services 

allows for integration into unrelated systems such as 

alarm, CCTV or your building management system. 

RESLAM® enables a smooth inter-operability 

between financial institutions and CIT/VIT.  Its mobile 

application increases security and convenience for 

CIT/VIT staff and it has the ability to interface with 

other systems.

COST BENEFITS 
Because RESLAM® is keyless, it requires less 

maintenance. No external access devices to vandalize 

and hence replace. False alarms are reduced by 

automation and as a result fewer operational staff  

are required.

REMOTE MONITORING & CONTROL

RESLAM®’s use of position and  

motion sensors to create interlocks  

ensures you’ll be alerted almost  

immediately if an event requires  

your attention.

Because RESLAM® can connect a  

variety of IIoT enabled sensors, it  

can offer advanced detection of  

different forms of attack such as  

grinding, explosives and gas etc.

RESLAM® can control  

equipment remotely such as

turning on lights, alarms, 

opening doors, controlling 

motors and managing complex  

devices such as cameras.

BEHAVIOURAL IMPACT

Implementing RESLAM®  highlights security gaps.  

For example, we’ve seen staff behaviour change 

dramatically within 24 hours when alerts on safe 

doors being carelessly left open went directly to 

senior management.

RESLAM® enables an ultra-secure method of gaining 

access to enclosures without any expensive external 

identification equipment. The RESLAM® system is 

completely keyless as the real access security is hidden 

inside making it less vulnerable to vandalism and 

attack. This is invisible intelligence resulting in visibly 

reduced costs.

KEYLESS
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